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Iodine Propulsion Systems Take Flight In Space 

 
A satellite iodine electric propulsion system firing in a vacuum chamber. (Inside Science) — Right now, there is a 

unique spacecraft orbiting our planet. Its secret is the iodine propellant it uses to maneuver in space. The 
spacecraft, launched in 2020, is a type of miniaturized satellite called a CubeSat, weighing about 45 pounds (20 

kilograms), and it's the first satellite to use iodine to convert electrical energy to ion propulsion. The mission could 
pave the way for a new generation of smaller, cheaper spacecraft, according to a paper published in the journal 
Nature. More importantly, iodine fuel may also make it easier to equip more low-earth orbit (LEO) satellites with 
propellant, which could reduce the amount of future space junk, said plasma physicist Dmytro Rafalskyi, who is 

one of the paper's authors and works for the French aerospace and research company ThrustMe 
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The Evansville Astronomical Society (EAS) is a 

non-profit organization fully incorporated in the 
state of Indiana. It has, as its primary goal, the 
advancement of amateur astronomy. Founded in 
1952, the society seeks to: 
 
1… maintain adequate facilities for its members 
and the public in order to extensively study the 
skies and 
2… promote an educational program for those 
who wish to learn more about the science of 
Astronomy. 
 
Meetings are held the third Friday of each month, 
except June, when the annual EAS picnic is held. 
The society also sponsors monthly Open House 
events during the warmer seasons that afford the 
public an opportunity to tour the observatory. 
 

EAS 2021 Officers and Contacts 
 

President –  Tony Bryan 
812.827.3234 

evansvilleastro@gmail.com 
 

Vice President –  Scott Conner 
 

Secretary – Dave Kube 
740.223.6854 

 
Treasurer – Amy Barrett 

 
Counselors 

Mitch Luman (2020) 
Michael Borman (2021) 

Ken Harris (2022) 
 

Webmaster – Michael Borman 
 

Program Director 
Chuck Allen 

 
Newsletter editor – Dave Kube 

dasiceman@yahoo.com 
 

For more information about the EAS or directions 
to the Observatory, please visit the club’s web 

page: 
www.evansvilleastro.org 

 

 
 

Local Events and Information 

EAS Update 
 

Please Note: We have a Members Only Meeting scheduled 

for 7:30 PM on Friday, December 17th, 2021 @ Museum. 
Masks and Social Distancing Rules Required. This 
meeting will include our annual Astronomy Quiz as our 
monthly presentation. 

EAS Update 
 

 

EAS Update 
 
 

EAS Update 
 

 

EAS Update 
 
 

EAS Update 
 
 

EAS Update: 
 
Please visit our website www.evansvilleastro.org and our 
Facebook Group page to keep yourself up to date for any 
changes. 

FOR SALE: 
 
 

Telescopes and accessories for sale... 
 

As mentioned in last month’s issue, Mike Borman still has 
some excellent telescope equipment and imaging 
accessories for sale. Some of the gear has already been 
sold. If interested, go to Mike’s web page. Here is the link: 
http://www.mborman.org/forsale.htm 

mailto:evansvilleastro@gmail.com
mailto:dasiceman@yahoo.com
http://www.evansvilleastro.org/
http://www.evansvilleastro.org/
http://www.mborman.org/forsale.htm
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Exoplanets with Topsy-Turvy Orbits 
Found Around Inconspicuous Star. 

The planets of our solar system all orbit the Sun within a few 
degrees of a flat plane extending out from our star’s equator 
— its equatorial plane. That makes sense. Our solar system 
began as a shapeless, spinning cloud of gas and dust. 
Eventually, with a budding, rotating star forming at its core, 
the conservation of angular momentum caused this spinning 
cloud to flatten out into a disk. That rotating disk of material 
gave birth to all the planets of our solar system. So, 
overlooking the finer intricacies, it seems difficult to imagine 
the major planets orbiting our host star in any other way. 
 

Surprisingly, however, the more we gaze toward other stars, 
the more we realize that our solar system is not the norm. 
For example, take the three planets orbiting HD 3167, an 
Inconspicuous star some 150 light-years away in the 
constellation Pisces. According to a new study published 
Oct. 27 in Astronomy & Astrophysics, some of this system’s 
planets circle their host star in orbits almost perpendicular 
to the star’s equatorial plane. Although the scientists are still 
trying to understand how this wacky configuration arose, 
they suspect that the gravitational tug of a fourth, as-yet-
undiscovered massive planet is to blame. 

 
The HD 3167 system contains an exoplanet 
orbiting perpendicular to both its sibling 
planet and its host stars spin. This artist’s 
concept shows the orbital orientation of such 
a world. 
 

Credit:      Brett Addison after ESO/L. Calçada 

Hubble Spots a Mysterious Super 
Bubble. 

Lurking within the Large Magellanic Cloud, approximately 
170,000 light-years away, is N44. This cosmic gem is notable 
not for the nebula’s complexity, massive stars, or glowing 
Hydrogen gas, but for its hollowed-out core. Some 250 light-
years wide, the hole, called a super bubble, is a cosmic 
enigma. 
 

One theory for the superbubble’s presence is that stellar 
winds from massive stars at its core may have blown away 
the gas. But this doesn’t line up with the velocity of the winds  
measured inside its boundaries. Another theory points to the 
population of massive stars within the nebula itself. These 
stars would produce catastrophic supernovae, their 
remnant shells expanding as they age. Therefore, a series of 
supernovae may have carved out the gaping wound within 
N44. However, only one supernova remnant has been 
identified inside the superbubble so far. 
 

About 1,000 light-years across, N44 glows thanks to its 
ionized gas, as seen in the Hubble image above. The brilliant 
blue region to the lower right is the superbubble's hottest 
area — where it is experiencing the most intense bouts of 
star formation. 

 
N44 has a strange hole at its heart. 
 

Credit: NASA, ESA, V. Ksoll and D. 
Gouliermis (Universität Heidelberg), et al.; 
Processing: Gladys Kober (NASA/Catholic 
University of America). 
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Up and Coming Events 2021 

EAS Meetings and Events are currently on hold or cancelled due to the current COVID-19 situation. 

Please Note we have a Members Only Meeting scheduled for 7:30 PM on Friday, December 17
th

, 
2021 @ Museum. Masks and Social Distancing Rules Required. 

Please visit our Web Page http://www.evansvilleastro.org for updates. 

Please visit our Facebook Group Page for updates. 
 

 

Moon Phases 

New Moon First Quarter Full Moon Third Quarter 

January 2nd, 2022 January 9th, 2022 January 17th, 2022 January 25th, 2022 

Moon Phases courtesy of Time and Date.com 

http://www.evansvilleastro.org/
http://www.timeanddate.com/calendar/moonphases.html
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EAS Zoom Meeting Notes for November – 2021 
 

The November 19th, 2021 zoom meeting began about 7:30 pm. There was no call to order since this was an 
informal meeting.  There were 9 members and no visitors present. 
 

Tony Bryan read the current slate of officers and opened the floor to nominations. There were no nominations 
and Chuck Allen made a motion to accept the current slate of officers and counselors. The motion was 
seconded by Matt Merlo. Ken Harris’s counselor 3 year term was also confirmed to serve another 3 year term. 
 

Matt Merlo announced that USI would be doing an event for the 2024 solar eclipse and wanted to partner 
with the EAS for this event. 
 

The meeting ended about 8:55 pm. 
 

Tony Bryan began a 2nd zoom meeting in which the public was invited. His presentation was about the history 
and delays of the James Webb Telescope. 
 

Respectfully Submitted – Dave Kube – Secretary 
 


